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Brazilian leaders
endorse LaRouche
The following are excerpts from recent international endorsements of the candidacy of Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. for the
Democratic Party Presidential nomination.
Dr. Eneas Carneiro, former Brazilian Presidential
candidate.
I am a Brazilian physician, a professor of cardiology with
a degree in mathematics and physics. I am also the president
of the Brazilian political party, PRONA, and ran for President
of Brazil in 1989, 1994, and 1998.
For four decades, I have followed the political scene in
Brazil, as well as in other countries, with a particular interest
in the United States, today the most prominent nation of the
world.
Of all the other pre-candidates for the Presidency of the
U.S. in this year’s elections, the name of Lyndon LaRouche,
Jr., stands out, primarily due to his many political and moral
qualities. . . .
There are no readers of Mr. LaRouche’s writing who are
not impressed by his powerful clarity, interest in, and love of,
scientific issues. Mr. LaRouche is highly skilled in the area
of macroeconomic policy as well as in international economic
policy. For more than 25 years, he has warned world leaders
about the financial disaster, which, now more than ever, is
bound to affect the entire world, and will certainly occur if
there is no change in current policy to bring about a breakthrough in the international financial system.
He has been pointing out the right way to resume development, not only in the United States, but everywhere, defending the sovereignty of every nation, and establishing clear
rules for a new economic path, like the Bretton Woods agreements adopted after the World War II.
Furthermore, Mr. LaRouche knows, as few do, the nature
of the educational problem in its very broad sense. He is a true
scholar in Classical education, fine arts and science, music,
religion, linguistics, and philosophy as well. . . .
Mr. LaRouche is unrelenting in his fight for the welfare of
all people, and I believe that, through this year’s Presidential
elections in the United States, only he can make possible and
worthwile the productive work that will defeat speculation.
We shall see wisdom and organization directed against ignorance and the chaos.
It will be the light against the darkness.
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Vice-Adm. Sergio Tasso Vasquez de Aquino (ret.).
I welcome your participation in the U.S. electoral campaign, and your efforts to seek the Presidential nomination,
with the great hope that your words and your actions in defense of freedom, equality of opportunity, and justice, not
only for a people or nation, but for all peoples and nations, find
an echo within American society. May the need to recognize,
respect, and preserve the sovereignty of each, and all nationstates, find shelter in the soul of the American people.
Unfortunately, the fall of the Berlin Wall, and the collapse
of the Soviet empire, far from bringing an era of peace, concord, and harmonious collaboration among all nations, provoked the emergence of the “New World Order,” in which
the philosophy of globalist, neo-liberal domination became
predominant in a large part of the world.
That kind of thinking, and those omnipresent and overwhelming actions, based on money, usury, and exploitation
by the rich and powerful of the weakest and poorest, have
sown inequality, injustice, and misery througout the world,
with terrible repercussions in the developing countries. Already lagging behind, the latter are becoming increasingly
poorer and indebted, plunged into unemployment, with everworsening social indicators, in terms of health, sanitation,
education, housing, social security, wages, job creation, concentration of wealth. . . . The perverse, and perverted, neoliberal prescription, which recommends indiscriminate opening of national markets to those products from the rich and
most technologically advanced countries, kills national industries, while dramatically hurting agricultural and service
sectors, with terrific effects in unemployment rates. The pressure to “privatize” at any price, including handing over
weighty, important, and even fundamental portions of national patrimony to foreigners, at bargain-basement prices,
impoverishes many countries for nothing, and kills all hope
of a better future. There is also the fact that sizable portions
of the national budget—in the order of 67%—are allocated
to the payment of prohibitive interest on the national and
foreign debt, diverting resources essential to national
progress! . . .
It is necessary to respect the independence and sovereignty of all nations, and the intrinsic dignity of their Armed
Forces, in their untransferrable duty to defend the Fatherland
against all threats! It is necessary to respect the self-determination of peoples, the non-interference in the internal affairs
of other nations, and juridical equality among States! It is
necessary to subordinate the large financial conglomerates’
desire for profit to the control of nation-states, and to elevate
nations’ levels of well-being to the General Welfare!
These are the feelings and thoughts of this Brazilian patriot, which I wish to express at a moment so important to the
affirmation of democracy, in the United States of America
and in the world. Real democracy, without adjectives, based
on the fear of God and respect for his Commandments, and
love for one’s fellow man.
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